Effects of nucleus accumbens lesions in rats on spatial preference in an open field.
Selective lesions placed in three different regions of the nucleus accumbens were performed to assess their effects on spatial preference in the rat. Histological verification allowed to establish three groups of lesioned animals: medial, intermediate and lateral. Sham operations involved all procedures except the passing of a current. All animals were tested once prior to operation and twice postoperatively. Sherman's directionality score (DS) was adopted. Positive values indicate right side preference and negative ones leftward bias. Statistical analysis revealed that rats used in this study showed a nonsignificant spontaneous right side preference in the open field (DS = +0.08). Medial and intermediate lesions increased the right side bias (DS = +0.37), whereas lateral lesioned animals reversed their preoperative rightward bias and showed a significant left side preference (DS = -0.48). These results suggest a participation of the nucleus accumbens in spatial preference and are considered to be due to the well known uneven distribution of the afferent and efferent fiber systems within the nucleus.